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Abstract-we show a simple parallel acceleration (from about 2n to about 1.4J5ilogn parallel 
arithmetic steps) of the straightforward parallelization of the substitution algorithm for a nonsingular 
triangular linear system of n equations. This only requires that we increase by less than 3 times 
the overall number of flops (or the potential work) of the former algorithm. The previous parallel 
acceleration of the substitution algorithm in [l] was slower than ours by the factor logn. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
May a customary algorithm for a fundamental computation in linear algebra be dramatically 
accelerated by means of its simple rearrangement, without affecting its numerical stability, its 
memory space allocation and its other major characteristics. 7 We will show that this is the case 
for parallel solution of a triangular linear system of equations. Specifically, the customary substi- 
tution algorithms, [2, pages 87-881, solve a nonsingular triangular linear system of n equations in 
about n2 flops and can be accelerated to run in about 2n parallel steps on n processors. (We as- 
sume that each nonidle processor performs one arithmetic operation in each step and that s steps 
of a single processor may simulate a single step of s processors [3-71. (The latter assumption, 
to be referred to as the B-principle [3], will enable us to run any successful parallel algorithm 
a little slower but on fewer processors.) Our purpose is to show a simple way to decrease the 
parallel time bound of the substitution algorithm by the factor of about 1.4fi/ logp n at the cost 
of about 3-fold increase of the product of the time and processor bounds (called the potential 
work, [l]). 
We achieve this progress by the simple means of the transition to the block substitution algo- 
rithm, with judiciously chosen sizes of the blocks, and by using the known divide-and-conquer 
techniques for the inversion of the triangular blocks. The block size is optimized depending on 
the computational complexity estimates, which thus become a substantial part of the algorithm 
design; this is also a characteristic feature of several parallel algorithms for matrix computations 
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recently presented in [l], including the solution of a triangular linear system, which we now ac- 
celerate a little further, by about logn times. We will describe the computation for a triangular 
system with a bandwidth w, which includes the general triangular case for w = n - 1. Hereafter, 
all logarithms are to the base 2; 1x1 and [z] denote the pair of the integer neighbors of a real z, 
suchthatz-1< 1x1 5x5 [xl <a:+l. 
2. PARALLEL SOLUTION OF A (BANDED) 
TRIANGULAR LINEAR SYSTEM 
Let Ax = b denote a nonsingular triangular linear system of n equations, with a bandwidth 20. 
Let n = qm for two positive integers q and m. Represent A as an m x m block matrix C = (CQ), 
with q x q blocks C’ij and with bandwidth [w/q], and respectively represent IC and b as block 
vectors y and d of dimension m, to arrive at the block triangular linear system Cy = d. To solve 
this system, proceed as follows. 
1. invert all the diagonal q x q blocks cii, which are triangular matrices (this preprocessing 
does not depend on the right side vector b ); 
2. apply the block substitution algorithm using the preprocessed blocks c;‘. 
Stage 2 is reduced to m steps, hth of them consisting essentially of 1 + min{ [w/q], m - h} 
concurrent multiplications of q x q matrices by vectors. 
The algorithms of Appendices A and B enable us to perform stage 1 using about (25/16)s log2 w 
arithmetic steps and about wn/(2s log2 w) processors (for any fixed value s 2 1 ) and to per- 
form stage 2 by using about 1.25n(logw)/fi steps and about 4wfi/ logw processors. For 
s = n/(S,/Glogw), we arrive at the overall bounds of about (185/128)n(logw)/fi steps and 
In&/logw processors for the solution of the system Ax = b. These bounds turn into about 
(185/128)filogn steps and 4nfi/logn processors for w = n-l (that is, in the case of a general 
triangular linear system). 
APPENDIX A 
PARALLEL SUMMATION AND COMPUTING MATRIX 
AND VECTOR PRODUCTS 
We start with the straightforward parallel algorithm for the evaluation of the inner product of 
q--l 
two vectors, C uizli. 
i=o 
ALGORITHM A.1. 
0: set k = [logql, p$$ = 0, i = 0,. . . , 2k - q - 1; 
1: for i = 0,. . . , q - 1 pardo 
lo) = r&Q 
2: %r h = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1 do 
for i = 0, 1, . . . , 2k-h pardo 
3: output pF’ = 
d-1 
%go UC%. 
With 2k < 2q processors, the algorithm can be implemented in k + 1 parallel arithmetic steps. 
However, only 2k-h processors are needed at step h of stage 2. Suppose that we have 
P = [ 2”+l / k 1 p rocessors. By the B-principle, in s arithmetic steps we may simulate the work 
of a single step on SP processors. Then we will replace stage 1 by [k/21 steps, step h of stage 2 
by [k/2h+11 steps for h = 0 1 . , k - i, and arrive at the solution in about 2.5k 5 2.5rlog ql 
arithmetic steps (by using P ‘= ‘fik+l/k] < 2q/ [log q1 processors). 
An s x q by q x r matrix multiplication reduces to the concurrent evaluation of ST inner 
products of vectors, which only requires the use of sr times more processors than the inner 
product computation. 
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PARALLEL INVERSION OF A TRIANGULAR MATRIX 
To invert a q x q nonsingular triangular matrix T, we will apply the divide-and-conquer strategy 
by following [l]. For convenience, let q = 2”, for an integer k. Represent 
where Tl1 and Tzz are half-size triangular matrices. Thus, computing T-’ reduces to 
1. the concurrent inversions of TII and T2z; 
2. two successive multiplications of the pairs of half-size matrices, that is, of Tl;l by Trz and 
of the resulting product by T2>l which can be performed in about 5k parallel steps on 
[22k-“/(k - l)] processors (see Appendix A). 
Recursively applying the same divide-and-conquer process at stage 1, we twice perform 2h-1 
concurrent multiplications of pairs of 2k-h x 2k-h matrices at step h of this process, using about 
5(k - h) arithmetic steps and 12 3k-2h/(k - h)] processors (see Appendix A). Step k is just the 
inversion of the 1 x 1 matrices, that is, of the diagonal entries of T. 
Due to the 4-fold decrease of the number of processors in each recursive step h, it suffices to 
use [23k-3/(k - 1)21 processors, that is, about q3/(810g2 q) processors, in order to perform the 
entire inversion of T in about (25/4)k2 = (25/4) log2 q arithmetic steps. If we only have by s 
times fewer processors, we just need to use by s times more steps, according to the B-principle. 
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